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Enjoy the celebration.
Follow the conversation.

#FiestaofHope
As America’s largest and fastest-growing minority group, Latinos represent more than 11 million students in U.S. public schools, constituting more than 22 percent of all pre-K–12 students. Alejandra Ceja works closely with the Latino community and President Barack Obama’s Advisory Commission on Educational Excellence for Hispanics.

For the three-and-one-half years prior to assuming this position in 2013, Ceja served as the chief of staff to Under Secretary of Education Martha Kanter. In that role, Ceja was instrumental in managing the under secretary’s personnel, budget and associated operations, including the operations of six White House initiatives, to support the president’s 2020 goal: Attain the highest proportion of college graduates in the world by 2020.

Prior to joining the Department, Ceja served as the senior budget and appropriations advisor for the House Committee on Education and Labor, chaired by Congressman George Miller. There, she drafted legislation in support of national service reauthorization—the Edward M. Kennedy Serve America Act—and worked on policy issues related to child nutrition, English language learners, migrants, Impact Aid and appropriations.

A native of Huntington Park, Calif., Ceja holds a bachelor’s degree in political science from Mount St. Mary’s College in Los Angeles, and a master’s degree in public administration from Baruch College at the City University of New York. She is a graduate of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute’s Public Policy Fellowship, the Presidential Management Fellows program, the National Hispana Leadership Institute and the National Urban Fellows program.
Honorary and memorial scholarships

MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

SANTIAGO & CIELO MARIA FELICIANO

MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT FUND

We consider Esperanza the most important organization for the long-term success and growth of the Hispanic community. We consider it a high privilege to work with Esperanza, and we are delighted to partner with Esperanza in loving memory of our father and mother, Santiago and Cielo Maria Feliciano.

We are certain they are pleased.

Family of Santiago, Sr. & Cielo Maria Feliciano

HONORARY SCHOLARSHIP

We are extremely proud of our mother and thank her for the wonderful legacy she built for us, our children, and their children. We feel honored and humbled to present our mother with a scholarship in her name, so that our younger generation of Hispanics can have educational advantages that were not available to her.

Juanita Nazario

honorary scholarship

We love you

Carmen, Rosita, Lilito y Titiito (dec’d) Nazario
**Carmen Isabel Delgado Memorial Scholarship**

Carmen Isabel Delgado maintained a “can do” attitude which she used to serve others. She was born in 1928 in Yabucoa Puerto Rico, to a barber and a self-educated cafeteria worker who later became a social worker. Carmen pursued her passion for learning by graduating with a Bachelors in 1968, Masters in Education in 1973 and Sixth Year in Education in 1978.

Carmen, a world traveler, visited cities on six of the seven continents. An avid reader, Carmen studied history, read new age authors, and loved to share her talents with individuals and through nonprofit board service.

Carmen was a retired guidance counselor from the New Haven Public Schools where she worked 27 years counseling high-school students.

*Familias Delgado, Hall, Vega y Wiley celebrate Carmen’s contributions and salute the Latino scholars of Esperanza.*

**Martinez Family Scholarship**

**IN MEMORY OF**

Raymond Martinez

**IN HONOR OF**

Alfonso & Leonor Martinez

On behalf of the Martinez Family, we are proud to have the opportunity to be a part of our scholar’s hopes and dreams. The Martinez Family Scholarship is presented by the Diana Martinez Hoffman Family (Michael and Maria Leonor Spangler, Dave, Janeen, Taylor, Drake, and Tila Bee Tometich; and Victoria Hoffman), the late Raymond Martinez, the Ric and Sylvia Ramos Family (Brooklyn, Nueva Rae, and Rigo), and the Nathaniel & Christina Gasdorf Family (Dustin).
Pablo & Denisse Cruz scholarship fund

Sharon Arroyo has worked for a number of organizations, always advocating for the Latino community, spending countless hours interpreting and translating for various families, clients, and individuals whenever the need arises.

This scholarship was established by her family to celebrate the legacy of her service and dedication to the Latino community of Greater Cleveland. “We are proud of everything she has accomplished and would like this scholarship to support anyone struggling to pursue their educational dreams in the fields of Nursing or Social Services.”
Honorary and memorial scholarships

If you would like to establish a scholarship to honor or remember a loved one, email us at info@esperanzainc.org or call (216) 651-7178.
Thank you for you

$100,000+ Cleveland Foundation • Cuyahoga County Department of Workforce Development • $50,000+ George Gund Foundation • Saint Luke’s Foundation • United Way of Greater Cleveland • $25,000+ Abington Foundation • AT&T • City of Cleveland • Fowler Family Foundation • Nord Family Foundation • $10,000+ Alcoa Foundation • Bruening Foundation • Cleveland Clinic • Eaton Corporation • Ferragon Corporation • Kaiser Permanente • Keybank Foundation • Moen Incorporated • PNC Bank • PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP • Reinberger Foundation • Third Federal Savings & Loan • Thomas H. White Foundation • William H. Roberts • $5,000+ Business of Good Foundation • Cuyahoga Community College • Carmen & Michael Dehaan • Dominion Foundation • Fifth Third Bank • Giant Eagle Foundation • Lincoln Electric Company • MetroHealth System • Nordson Corporation • US Bank • $2,500+ American Greetings • Anonymous • Cleveland-Marshall College of Law • Cuyahoga Arts & Culture • Dollar General Literacy Foundation • First Merit Bank • Forest City Enterprises, Inc. • Kent State University • Abelman & Alicia Lopez • MyCom • NASA • Neighborhood Connections • Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District • RPM International Inc. • St. Ignatius High School • S. K. Wellman Foundation • Sherwin-Williams Company • University of Akron • $1,000+ Ken & Pam Aguilar • Cynthia Arviso & Benito Piuzzi • Baker & Hostetler • City Bank Investment Company • Cleveland State University • Andrew Connors • Darden Foundation • Dollar Bank • Manuel & Margaret Dominguez • Charles J. Farrell • Jorge & Norma Gatica • Jerome A. Gootee • Erin E. Gyomber • Paul & Maureen Harris • JPMorgan Chase Foundation • Kanas Products • LATINA, Inc. • Steffen M. Lauster • Alex Machaskee • Mar-Bal, Inc. • Richard & Jane Nedley • New York Community Bancorp, Inc. • NorTech • Natividad Pagan • Mary Grace Pattison • Juan Quirarte • Daniel J. Reiber • Victor & Danielle Ruiz • Mary K. Schneider • Felicia Soto • Maria L. Spangler • Robert C. Swellie • Julie Tebo • Jose A. Villanueva • West Shore Unitarian Universalist Church • Young Latino Network • Maria J. Zelenka • Up to $999 • Alberto Abbo Silberberg • David H. Adams • Kristen Adams • AG Interactive • Claudia Aguilar • Alternative Electric, Inc. • Carolyn A. Ames • Joseph Amschlinger • Anne Marie Pecon • Anonymous • Wayne Arnason • Katherine & Richard Asbeck • Gary & Ellen Azotea • Balance Product Development, Inc. • Baldwin Wallace College • Stephen Baumgarten • Nicole Bell-Moye • Robert & Gloria Bemer • Kathleen Bennici • Jill Bissett • George & Gerry E. Blomgren • Steve Bohn • Nicole Braden Lewis • Breehl, Traynor & Zehe, Inc • Lisa Bryant • Denise & Aaron Brzezinski • Luis Cabrera • Jaime Carballo • Care Alliance Health Center • Giovanna M. Carrillo • Case Western Reserve University • Julio Castro • Charna E. Sherman Law Offices • Erin J. Clausen • Cliffs Natural Resources • Viviana Coello-Wilson • Sharon Cole • Commission on Economic Inclusion • Community West Foundation • David M. Costa • Enrique E. Cotes • Julio Cumba • Brian Cummins • Cuyahoga County Public Library • Ruben Del Rosario • Vasiliki Diamantis • Shakrya Diaz • Dollar Bank • Dominion East Ohio • Dwellworks, LLC • e-ventus • Robert Eckardt • Serena Edwards Houston • Carlos R. Elias • Anibal Estremera, Jr. • Fairport Asset Management • Dorothy A. Faller • Adolph Faller, PH.D.
support in 2013

- Guy E. Farish • Federal Reserve Bank • Caitlin M. Figaro • Joseph Figaro • First Federal Lakewood • Stephanie Forstner • Marcia Fudge • Debra S. Gatton • Patricia Gaul • Janice Gonzalez • Jose Gonzalez • Harry E. Graham • Annemarie M. Grassi • Greater Cleveland Community Shares • Jane Griffin • Marie Grossman • Diana Guest • Marie-Louise Gustavsson-Monago • Orlando Gutierrez • Barbara Haller • Craig Haller • Janeen E. Haller • Kathleen Hallissey • Terri Hamilton Brown • Soren Hansen • Jennifer Hanzlicek • Harold Ticktin Attorney at Law • Alicia L. Haupt • Hawken School • Harry P. Hawkes, Jr. • Kathleen Heck • Joanyra Hernandez • Jeanne-Anne Hillman • Evan Hirsh • Hispanic Alliance, Inc. • Victoria Hoffman • Amanda S. Hollis • Tanese Horton • Human Arc • Kathleen Hyland Soeder • Mary Intorcio • J. Scott Cade • Kathy Jacob • Julie Jacono • Malak Jadallah • Janus Small Associates, LLC • John Carroll University • JS Multi Capital Corporation • Rachel Kabb Effron • Jack Kahl, Jr. • Ganesh Kalpundi • Danny Kelly • Kent State University • John Kirk • Kathryn Kosiorek • Jamie Krovozontka • Cheri Lantz • Kathleen Leiden • Eric Lewis • William Lewis • Literacy Cooperative • Rhonda Lockett • John Long, Jr. • Jennifer Lopez • Suinda Machuca • Cesare R. Mainardi • Sandra Mapel • Daniel Marcus • James Martinez • Luis Martinez • Victor Martinez • Mary Louise Pollak • William & Maureen Mason • Jeff McKissick • Nancy Meyer-Emerick • Linda Mihalik • Christina Milano • Tom Miller • Mamie Mitchell • MJV Design, LLC • Marie Monago • Tushar Mondhe • Marcia Moreno • Patricia Morgan • Patricia Motta • Delisha Murray • Camila Negret • Neighborhood Progress, Inc • Drina Nemes • Barbara W. Nitzsche • Jacinto A. Nunez • Aaron O’Brien • Megan O’Bryan • Ohio CAT • Ohio Savings Bank • Anne Osborne • Oswald Companies • Debra D. Page • Jeffrey Palmer • Jaya Pandrangi • Paran Management Company, Ltd. • Ricardo Pena • Justin Perry • Jeanetta Price • Progressive Insurance Foundation • Maria Pujana • Quest Diagnostics • Quez Media Marketing • Eleonor M. Ramirez • Ric Ramos • Amy E. Raufman • Michael Rendon • Sheila Reyes • Katrina Riddle • Marcos Rivera • Carlos Rodriguez • Raul Rodriguez • Robert Rodriguez • Brenda C. Rommel • Rosner Partners • Alan & Barbara Ross-kamm • Marinel Rosu • Mark Royle • Lona Ruot • Suzanne Rusnak • Norma Sabath • Julie Sabroff • Samar Financial Group, Inc. • Ivan Santiago • Melanie Schad • Janet P. Schuster • Schwab Charitable Fund • Alvin Serrano • Shaker Heights City School District • Samrat Sharma • Jenny Sheaffer • James W. Shelton • Patricia Shlonsky • Ismael Silva • Omar Silva • Robert Simoneau • Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland • Pamela & Thomas Smith • Shirley Smith • Thomas Smith • Michael Spangler • Sherry Stoll • Linda Swellie • Susan Takacs • George Taninecz • Jason Therrien • Jazmin Torres-Lugo • Steven Treppo • Trico Enterprises, LLC • Turner Construction Company • Urban Community School • Francis Valencecheck • Robert Varley • Danny Vazquez • Oscar Vazquez • Aravind Venkita Subramony • Maribel Verdon • David Visocky • Geraldine Vorasky • Walsh University • Aimee Watson • Wells Fargo Insurance Services • Sean Wenger • Western Res SP & Lang Partners Geauga • Cathleen White • Chas D. Withers • Joseph Wollet • Brian Worsdall • Christopher M. Wright
2014 scholarship recipients

Brenda Abreu
Communications
$1,000 sponsored by Katrina Riddle, Kraft Foods and Esperanza, Inc.

Yasmin Abukhalil
Nursing
$1,000 sponsored by Cleveland State University

María Acevedo
Psychology
$1,000 sponsored by Pablo & Denisse Cruz Scholarship Fund

Susan Almashni
Diagnostic Medical Sonography
$1,000 sponsored by Pablo & Denisse Cruz Scholarship Fund

Marissa Alvarado
Human Development
$1,000 sponsored by Pablo & Denisse Cruz Scholarship Fund

Regina Alvarado
Nursing
$1,000 sponsored by LATINA, Inc.

Geraldo Ayala
Fire Technology
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings

Alexander Bolden
Philosophy and Religion
$2,500 sponsored by Ferragon Corporation

Brittany Bowyer
Business
$1,000 sponsored by Nordson Corporation

Daniela Bravo
Criminal Justice
$1,000 sponsored by Santiago & Cielo Maria Feliciano Memorial Scholarship
Orlando Caraballo  
*Industrial Designing*  
$1,000 sponsored by Nordson Corporation

Abby Castellanos  
*Nursing*  
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings

Santiago Chabrier  
*Engineering*  
$1,000 sponsored by Pablo & Denise Cruz Scholarship Fund

Liyanna Chandler-Nieves  
*Medicine*  
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings

Juan Claudio  
*Intelligence*  
$1,000 sponsored by KeyBank

Margaret Colón  
*Nursing*  
$1,000 sponsored by The Cleveland Clinic

Yamir Correa  
*Civil Engineering*  
$1,000 sponsored by The Lincoln Electric Company

Wilmel Cosme  
*Biology/Life Science*  
$1,000 sponsored by The Lincoln Electric Company

Kelly Cotito-Rivera  
*Nursing*  
$1,000 sponsored by Cuyahoga Community College

Kevin De León  
*Health and Medical*  
$1,000 sponsored by Cynthia & Benito Pizzi & McMaster-Carr
2014 scholarship recipients

Patty Díaz
Medicine
$1,000 sponsored by Cynthia & Benito Piuuzzi & McMaster-Carr

Jacqueline Díaz-Mewes
Psychology
$1,000 sponsored by First Merit Bank

Alejandro Figueroa-Ripoll
Medicine
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.

Priscilla Flores
Psychology
$2,500 sponsored by Ferragon Corporation

Santonio Ford
Accounting
$1,000 sponsored by American Greetings

Emmanuel García
Health and Medical
$1,000 sponsored by Fifth Third Bank

Jade García
Communications
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings

Emily Garza
Mild/Moderate Special Education
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings

Guillermo Girón
Undecided
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.

Benny González
Health and Medical
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings
Nathalie González
Health and Medical
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings

Jacqueline Gonzalez Hernandez
Biology/Life Science
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.

Melissa Gramajo
Nursing
$1,000 sponsored by University Hospitals and Esperanza, Inc.

Jessica Hann
Environmental Studies
$1,000 sponsored by New York Life Insurance Company

Emily Henry
Economics/Sociology
$2,500 sponsored by Ferragon Corporation

Joanyra Hernández
Accounting
$1,000 sponsored by PNC

Verónica Holivay
Accounting
$1,000 sponsored by Nordson Corporation

Samuel Houston
Hospitality Management
$1,000 sponsored by Mary Kay Schneider

José Jacobo
Psychology
$1,000 sponsored by Norma & Cesí Castro Scholarship

Hannah Jessie
Astrophysics
$1,000 sponsored by Quiñonez & Associates, A Financial Advisory Practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
2014 scholarship recipients

Kirsten Lara
Health and Medical
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.

Arelis Latimer
Engineering
$1,000 sponsored by Forest City Enterprises

Lenora León
Nursing
Full Scholarship sponsored by Bryant and Stratton College in memory of Joseph Lopez, Sr.

Pablo López
Business
$1,000 sponsored by Nordson Corporation

Vanessa Machuca
Work/Family Studies
$1,000 sponsored by Lorraine Vega In Memory of Carmen I. Delgado

Stephanie Maldonado
Occupational Therapy
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings

Christopher Mantz
Engineering
$1,000 sponsored by Nordson Corporation

Leinaliz Marti
Radiology
$1,000 sponsored by Drs. Jorge & Norma Gatica

Lekia Marti
Medical Sonography
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings

Isaac Martínez
Nursing
$1,000 sponsored by Michael & Carmen DeHaan In Honor of Juanita Nazario
2014 scholarship recipients

**Taisha Ortiz**  
Nursing  
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.

**Lana Osorio**  
Occupational Therapy  
$1,000 sponsored by The City Bank Investment

**Selina Pagán**  
Communications  
$1,000 sponsored by Mary Louise Pollak

**Meilenys Peraza**  
Business  
$1,000 sponsored by Nordson Corporation

**Gito Pérez**  
Communications  
$1,000 sponsored by Ohio CAT

**Daniel Ramos**  
Marine Biology  
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.

**Victor Ramos, Jr.**  
Sports Medicine  
$1,000 sponsored by Alex Machaskee

**Adam Reyes**  
Criminal Justice  
$1,000 sponsored by Robert Swellie

**Elizabeth Reyes**  
Nursing  
$1,000 sponsored by MetroHealth Systems

**Julissa Reyes**  
Education  
$1,000 sponsored by Strength Leader Development LLC and Esperanza, Inc.
Mauricio Rivas
Physics
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.

Jamie Rivera
Psychology
$1,000 sponsored by PricewaterhouseCoopers

Larissa Rivera
Medicine
$2,500 sponsored by Ferragon Corporation

Sophia Rivera-Fontanez
Nursing
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.

Alberto Rodriguez
B.S. Music Education
$1,000 sponsored by West Shore Unitarian Universalist Church

Marie Rodríguez
Culinary Arts
$1,000 sponsored by Samuel & Petronilla (Toni) Quirarte Memorial Scholarship

Raul Rodríguez-Lima
Education
$1,000 sponsored by West Shore Unitarian Universalist Church

Guadalupe Rogel
Social Science
$2,500 sponsored by Ferragon Corporation

Natalie Sabath
Engineering
$2,500 sponsored by Ferragon Corporation

Jacob Rivera
Criminology/Sociology
$10,000 Esperanza Cleveland State University Scholarship. Sponsored by William Roberts.
2014 scholarship recipients

Andrés Saldaña
Business
$1,000 sponsored by Nordson Corporation

Damaris Sánchez
Early Childhood
Education
$1,000 sponsored by Third Federal Savings

Gabriella Sánchez
Nursing
$1,000 sponsored by The Business of Good

Miguel Sánchez
Social Science
$5,000 sponsored by President Emeritus Scholarship in Honor of Luis Martínez, Founder, Al López and Felicia Soto

Gabriela Santiago
Biology/Life Science
$1,000 sponsored by Enrique E. Cotes, MD and Esperanza, Inc.

Iván Santiago
Federal Law Enforcement
$1,000 sponsored by Cleveland Marshall College of Law and Esperanza, Inc.

Jocelyn Santiago
Nursing
$1,000 sponsored by The Cleveland Clinic

Kelsey Santiago
Forensic Psychology/Law Enforcement
$1,000 sponsored by RPM International and Esperanza, Inc.

Elizabeth Sergeant
Nursing
$1,000 sponsored by The Cleveland Clinic

Rachel Silva
Psychology
$1,000 sponsored by Erin Gomber
Alejandra Silverio  
Psychology  
$1,000 sponsored by Pablo & Denise Cruz Scholarship Fund

Gabriella Thomas  
Nursing  
$1,000 sponsored by Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District

Lourdes Torres  
Psychology  
$1,000 sponsored by Daniel Rieber

Natasha Torres  
Education  
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza Alumni Association Scholarship

Selena Tovanche  
Chemistry  
$1,000 sponsored by The Sherwin-Williams Company

Darcy Umanzor  
Nursing  
$1,000 sponsored by Michael & Carmen DeHaan In Honor of Juanita Nazario

Edward Valentín-Lugo  
Visual/Performing Arts  
$1,000 sponsored by Gaye Laurell

Marilyn Valle  
Biological Sciences  
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.

Hilda Vélez  
Mathematics  
$1,000 sponsored by First Federal of Lakewood

Michelle Villanueva  
Biology/Life Science  
$1,000 sponsored by Esperanza, Inc.
2014 scholarship recipients

Rachel Webb  
Mathematics  
$1,000 sponsored by Ohio Savings NYCB Mortgage Co.

Joshua White  
Business  
$1,000 sponsored by Nordson Corporation

Alayah Wypasek  
Sociology  
$1,000 sponsored by Paramount Advantage

Esperanza

Special thanks to last year’s Fiesta of Hope Honor Roll sponsors

FIESTA OF HOPE 2013 HONOR ROLL: VISIONARIO Ferragon Corporation • Kaiser Foundation Health Plan • William Roberts • LIDER Cleveland Clinic • Third Federal Savings • MENTOR Business of Good Foundation • Cuyahoga Community College–Hispanic Council • Fifth Third Bank • KeyBank • Lincoln Electric Company • MetroHealth System • Nordson Corporation Foundation • PNC Bank • AMIGO American Greetings • The Cleveland-Marshall College of Law • First Merit Bank • Forest City Enterprises, Inc. • Kent State University • Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District • RPM International, Inc. • The Sherwin-Williams Company • St. Ignatius High School • University Hospitals • US Bank • DONANTE Cleveland State University • Cliffs Natural Resources, Inc. • Cuyahoga Community College • Cuyahoga County Public Library • Dollar Bank • Dominion East Ohio • Dwellworks, LLC • Fairport Asset Management • Hispanic Alliance, Inc. • Human Arc Corporation • Kent State University • Ohio Savings Bank/NYCB Mortgage Company, LLC • Oswald Companies • PricewaterhouseCoopers • United Way of Greater Cleveland • Wells Fargo Insurance
Thank you to our Scholarship Committee

Maria Agosto
Alia Almashni
Anthony Alto
Andres Arsuaga
Taylor Bernard
Andrew Bowen
Paul Cardenas
Diana Centeno-Gomez
Carmen DeHaan
Manuel Dominguez
Joaquin Dos Reis
Carlos Elias
Cindy Essell
Jose Estremera
Guy Farish
Jose Feliciano, Jr.
Dina Ferrer
Kristine M. Jackson
Esther Kraft
Yu-ling Liu
Ronnie Marquez-Posey
Emily McQuiston
Antonio Medina-Rivera

Patty Motta
Silvana Ochoa
Gregory Perelka
Justin Perry
Prima Ponce-Zapata
Jonathan Rivera
William Roberts
Sergio Robles
Carmen Roman
Sylvia Royle
Mary Kay Schneider
Suzanne Smaltz
Felicia Soto
Maria Spangler
Julie Tebo
Jaime Tirado
Mitzi Vazquez-Long
Ivan Velez
Jeanette Velez
Maribel Verdon
Victoria Woods
Angela Zellner
Jacob Rivera
2014 Recipient of the $10,000 Esperanza Cleveland State University Scholarship sponsored by William Roberts
Congratulations to Lenora Leon, the 2014 winner of the Hispanic Heritage Academic Excellence Award. This honor is awarded by Esperanza, Inc. each year to a student of Hispanic descent who demonstrates outstanding academic achievement and who is interested in continuing their education at one of the Ohio Campuses of Bryant & Stratton College.

This scholarship entitles one recipient at an Ohio campus of Bryant & Stratton College to a full tuition scholarship. The scholarship is renewable for the duration of the recipient’s associate degree program as long as the student maintains a 2.5 cumulative grade point average.

This scholarship is established in memory of Joe Jopez, Sr. He embraced the notion of young entrepreneurs entering the fields of construction, architecture, and engineering. This scholarship reaches out to those students. Through this scholarship, students can receive financial assistance to improve their lives, communities, and families, while continuing their proud heritage through higher education.
Miguel Sanchez

2014 Recipient of the $5,000 President Emeritus Scholarship
2013 volunteers

Thank you for offering your time and talents.

Leonel Acosta
Maria Agosto
Ahmed Albuñayyih
Emeline Armitage
Andres Arsuaga
Desire Banyeretse
Steven Barreto
Bryan Becerra
Dorothy Bell
Jenna Berg
Taylor Bernard
Steve Bird
Haley Bogomolny
Marinna Bonanno
Joel Bosque
Caroline Bruno
Mario Cabello
David Carrell
Jessica Cartagena
Cynthia Cedeño
Megan Cerbin
Mitchell Chavers
Gerardo Colon
Christine Connors
Edgar Contreras
Madeline Corchado
Katrina Cortes
Carlos Cruz
Carmen DeHaan
Jacqueline Diaz
Marcella Southard Diaz
Rebecca Dudy
Nora Eagan
Allison Eastburn
Amy Enlow
Brittany Feeling
Juan Flores
Jeanette Garcia
Mathew Gesicki

Kim Giberson
Evelyn Gorczyski
Brian Grady
Davina Gutierrez
Tameka Hale
Adria Hankey-Brown
Lisa Heath
James Heath
Steven Hoffman
William Ivancic
Erin Jajtner
Douglas Jakyma
Laura Janosko
Dan Jenkins
Ariel Jones
Lucy Jones
Cesar Juarez
Bonnie Kelly
Carolyn Khouri
Emmanuel Kidola
Andrew Kitay
Anil Kumar
Emilly Lebron
Paula Lechlitner
William Lennon
Eugene Lodato
Lucas Lodato
Jennifer Lopez
Alicenelly Maldonado
William Mantilla
Lori Margenin
Sarah Matos
Melissa McNeily
Emily McQuiston
Judy Medina
Antonio Medina-Rivera
Nachaly Melendez
Kristen Merrill
Jeremy Miranda

Bhargav Modi
Tanesha Reed Monet
Heather Nelson
Jennifer Pacheco
David Payakurel
Ryan Pinchot
Naum Pino
Alex Portalatin
Jocelyn Probasco
Jaime Rivera
Jacob Rivera
Llvia Rodriguez
Alberto Rodriguez
Miguel Rodriguez
Guadalupe Rogel
Paula Roth
Lisa Rowe
Rebekah Russell
Trenton Russo
Lisa Sanchez
Manuel Santiago
Pablo Santiago
Randolph Scott
Scott Shepard
Toni Sober
Timothy Sumerall
John Tanis
Julie Tebo
Adriana Trombetta
Mitzi Vazquez-Long
Veronica Vos
Charron Walker
Dana Watts
Laura Watts
Zane Weltman
Victoria Williams
Jaysa Witney
Victoria Woods

#FiestaofHope
Experience Inclusive Excellence—Explore Employment Opportunities at Kent State University

www.kent.edu/employment

KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
Division of Human Resources
Excellence in Action

Ohio Savings Bank proudly supports the Fiesta of Hope.

Visit us at:
1866 West 25th St.
Cleveland, OH 44113
(216) 696-3050

Monday–Thursday 9am-4pm
Friday–9am-6pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

Be bright. Be brilliant. Be great.

Sherwin-Williams is proud to support the Esperanza Fiesta of Hope Scholarship Awards Luncheon.

©2014 The Sherwin-Williams Company.

Special thanks to today’s emcee Russ Mitchell of WKYC.
As a non-profit organization, our outreach contributions include neighborhood partnerships, educational initiatives and community collaborations. Because for us, it's not just about providing great medical care.

It's about making the future a better place for everyone.

To learn more, visit clevelandclinic.org/community
The *Hispanic Alliance* is honored to recognize and support *Esperanza’s Fiesta of Hope – 2014*, for their untiring commitment of serving the educational needs of our Latino youth. Visit us at: [www.hispanicallianceinc.com](http://www.hispanicallianceinc.com) like us on facebook, Hispanic Alliance Inc. twitter: #hispanicCLE
Congratulations to Esperanza scholarship recipients on your exceptional academic and community achievements.

We wish you continued success throughout your educational journey.

Proud to support Esperanza and the Fiesta of Hope
At U.S. Bank, our success is directly related to the success and vitality of the communities we serve. And we believe strong communities help make a strong economy. That’s why we feel it’s important to partner with organizations to provide corporate leadership on issues of community importance. Because no company gains the same strength alone as it can with the help of others.

RPM International Inc. is proud to join Esperanza Inc. in celebrating the aspirations and achievements of this year’s scholarship winners. Congratulations to all on their hard work and dedication.

RPM International Inc., a Medina, Ohio-based holding company, owns subsidiaries that are world leaders in specialty coatings and sealants serving both industrial and consumer markets.
El trabajo de ustedes hace la diferencia ¡Gracias!

Felicidades Esperanza

Let us show you how we’re getting care right in Ohio.

Paramount Advantage delivers great coverage with compassion and respect. We’re dedicated to improving the health care of our community.

To learn more about Paramount Advantage:
1-800-462-3589 | TTY 1-888-740-5670
www.paramountadvantage.org
Congratulates

Esperanza

On their 31st annual Fiesta of Hope Scholarship Awards Luncheon

1-800-THIRD-FED
800-844-7333

thirdfederal.com
Education plays a big part in any dream.

University Hospitals proudly supports Esperanza’s annual Fiesta of Hope celebration.

1-866-UH4-CARE (1-866-844-2273)
UHhospitals.org

Congratulations 2014–2015 Nordson BUILDS Scholars!
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL ESPERANZA SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS!

¡Felicidades!

ENGAGE YOUR FUTURE.
BUILD YOURSELF A PLAN. A LIFE. A FUTURE.

At Cleveland State, we offer more than 200 major fields of study. We’re a leader in business, biomedical research and healthcare, K-12 education, sport management, and professional programs in law, business, engineering, city management and more. The path starts here, and goes wherever you want to take it.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Office of Inclusion & Multicultural Engagement
Roberto E. Chavez (216) 687-9395
r.chavez71@csuohio.edu

ENGAGECSU.COM

MIENTRAS HAY VIDA,
WHERE THERE’S LIFE,
HAY ESPERANZA
THERE’S HOPE

Forest City is a proud supporter of Esperanza. Thanks for all you do to give today’s youth a brighter tomorrow.

Forest City
www.forestcity.net
We would like to congratulate Esperanza’s 2014 scholarship recipients.

22801 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, OH 44117
(216) 481-8100
www.lincolnelectric.com

Thank You...
...to the Esperanza 30TH YEAR ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE for your hard work, support, and dedication in celebrating 30 years of HISPANIC ACHIEVEMENT.

THANK YOU TO OUR MEMBERS:

Ken Aguilar, Maria Spangler
Susan Lajoie Eagan, Dan Marcus,
Carmen DeHaan, Luis Martinez,
Diana Del Rosario, Marcia Moreno,
Al Lopez, Juan Quirarte,
Felicia Soto, & Victor Ruiz.
The Cuyahoga Community College Hispanic Council celebrates all Esperanza Scholarship recipients.

Congratulations on your achievement!

THE HISPANIC COUNCIL IS A PROUD SUPPORTER OF ESPERANZA’S 2014 FIESTA OF HOPE.

Where futures beginsm
216-987-5691 | 216-987-6000 | www.tri-c.edu
2014 Five Star Wealth Manager
As seen in Cleveland Magazine and Inside Business

Patricia “Patty” Quiñónez
Your Financial Well-Being, Your Values, Your Legacy — Our Mission

- Comprehensive and ongoing financial, investment and protection planning approach
- Simplifying the financial lives of busy, successful individuals and families
- Assisting with a confident transition to and through retirement

I have specialized in serving the needs of physicians and women for 17 years. What separates me from others is my one-on-one relationship with my clients and believing that financial planning is about peace of mind of having a plan in place. In offering personal attention we help you grow, manage and protect your wealth by creating a living, breathing plan that can help you forge a clear path from today’s realities to tomorrow’s possibilities. We will help you stay on track toward your goals, while helping you implement strategies to protect and pass on your wealth. Your financial plan should be as unique as you are.

 Quiñónez & Associates, a financial advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
6100 Rockside Woods Boulevard North, Suite 240 • Independence, OH 44131
Office: 216-373-2700 • Cell: 216-373-2700
patty.w.quinonez@ampf.com • www.ameripriseadvisors.com/patty.w.quinonez
Ameriprise Financial and its representatives do not provide tax or legal advice. Consult your tax advisor or attorney regarding specific tax or legal issues.

Enjoy the celebration.
Follow the conversation.

FiestaofHope
Ferragon Corporation has an unshakeable commitment to the communities in which we live and work. We’re proud to be a part of this community and believe that giving back is not only our duty, it is our privilege.

www.ferragon.com  phone: 216-671-6161
2013 financial report

REVENUE

Individuals $32,831  
Corporations $51,060  
Foundations $701,358  
Government $215,861  
Special Events $238,755  
United Way $92,938  
Other $21,613  
Total revenue $1,354,416

EXPENSES

Programs, including scholarships $1,164,818  
General administration, including fundraising $132,674  
Total expenses $1,297,492